
David S. Wall 

P.O. Box 756  Newberg, Oregon  97132; [(408)-287-6878] 

March 15, 2021  

To: House Subcommittee on Equitable Policing; others 

Re: [HB 3356]  There currently exists, "Racist elected Oregonian Legislators." Where is their "Psychological testing?" 

I hail from a jurisdiction who have well developed psychological testing for Police Officer candidates in 

the Academy, for "Reserve Police Officers" and for Police Officers. 

I am supportive of the application of the aforementioned testing in my formal jurisdiction. 

I have absolutely "No" trust and very little, if any measureable respect, for the perpetual- train wreck, known as 

the Oregon State Legislature. The Permitting of riotous behavior in Portland is one  very good reason. 

If the Legislature authorizes psychological testing, which is skewed and constructed, so as to manufacture 

"racist" responses, such testing is problematical and will not be supported. 

*Questions to be used in the psychological testing can be skewed to support the desired outcome. 

*Questions can be structured to be "unanswerable" truthfully and to establish any desired outcome.  

*For example, "Questions" can be constructed and designed to make a person appear as a "racist" but, in 

truth; hasn't a "racist bone" in their body. 

 

*As to the "pool" of mental health professionals, do these "professionals" undergo "psychological testing" 

themselves? Is  Oregon going to recruit Psychologists from the Black Lives Matter organization and or 

the ANTIFA Organization?  

 

*How Is Oregon going to prohibit a, " biased"  and or "racist" Psychologist contractor; from being able to 

design, introduce and analyze the psychological testing materials? Is the "fox guarding the hen house?" 

 

*Polygraph data also can be intentionally skewed. What are the safeguards for misuse? 

 

*Police Agencies, including Oregon's, have extensive psychological testing protocols in place and are 

used to this very day. 

 

*What Oregon really needs is, psychological testing for the stinking-racist political candidates who 

become elected officials making decisions and creating laws; who are not psychologically tested at all. 

 

**Substandard and or unacceptable "Training" methodologies and lack of continuous improvements; on 

all matters concerning; Police Officer candidates, Police Officer and Reserve Police Officer's training, 

have not been proven to exist anywhere in the Department of Public Safety Standards and Training. 

 

To suggest, imply and or infer otherwise, by any person, could be an indicator of "racist" behavior. 

 

                                                                  Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ David S. Wall 


